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Training program helps drivers obtain license
A training program to assist employees
in preparing for the commerical drivers
license test wiD be held Feb. 22 and
March 2 in the Ohio Suite of the University
Union. Employees can take one of three
sessions on either day. The sessions are
offered at 8:30 a.m., 11 :30 am. and 2:30
p.m.
The commercial drive(s license (COL) is
a requirement for drivers of school buses;
vehicles for transporting sixteen or more
passengers; those carrying hazardous
waste; a trailer with a gross weighing
weight of more than 10,000 pounds if the
combination weight is more than 26,000
pounds; and a "hot shor or power unit
equipped wih a fifth wheel. All drivers currently holding a chauffer's license must
take a written exam to qualify for the COL
By passing the exam and maintaining a

Tax credit allowed
for BG residents
University employees are reminded of a

change in the City of Bowling Green's
income tax. Effective Jan. 1, 1989,
Bowling Green residents who properly
pay another city's tax will be allowed a
credit limited to 50 percent of the lesser
rate between Bowling Green and the city
of employment. Bowling Green's rate is
still one and one-haH percent.

Classified
Employment

Opportunities
New Positions (Open to BGSU staff only)
Posting Expiration Date: noon. Friday. Feb. 16.
indicates that an internal candidate is bidding
and being considered for the position.)

r

2-16-1

• Account Clerk 2
Pay Range26
Business Office

2-16-2

• Clerical Specialist
Pay Range25
Registration and records

2-16-3

•custodial Wortc Supervisor
Pay Range4
Student Recreation Center
Permanent. part-time

2-16-4

2-16-5

Telephone Operator 1
Pay Range 3
Firelands/general administration
Academic year. part-!irne
Typist 1
Pay Range 3
Personnel Services

good driving rec::ord for al least two years,
drivers can be "grandfathered" into the

new program.
For those who cannot be "grandfathered" in, such as new hires. a skills test
also is required. The skills test is comprised of a pre-test inspection, an off-road
maneuverability test and an on-the-road
driving test.
To assist employees in preparing for
their COL, the training program will
encompass a video program, a copy of a
simulated test and manuals available on a

sign-out basis.
Persons interested in participating in the
program should contact Ruth Milliron or
Cheryl Heinlen at 372-2236.

Obituaries
Zula Mercer
Zula M. Mercer, 99, died Feb. 2 in
Community Nursing Home in Bowling
Green.
She was a former employee of the
University, working many years in the
registration and records office.
Mercer was a member of the First
Presbyterian Church, King's Daughters,
the Wood County Hospital Guild and the
Chi Omega Sorority.
Memorials may be made to the church
or the American Heart Association.

Loraina Ziss
Loraina A. Ziss. 69, a former employee
of the University, died Feb. 2 in her home
in Bowling Green.
She joined the catering department on a
part-time basis in 1969 and later that year
became a full-time employee as a
domestic worker. When she retired in
1988, she was a staff member in the
University Union.
Ziss was a member of the BGSU
Retirees Club and of Zion United Methodist Church in Luckey.
Memorial contributions may be made to
the church.

Mabel Sheperd
Mabel L. Sheperd. 92, died Feb. 6 in the
Wood County Nursing Home.
She was a former staff member in the
University's housekeeping department.
She was a member of Trinity United
Methodist Church and the Portage
Rebecca Lodge No. 382 where she had
been a past Noble Grand.
Memorial contributions may be made to
the church or the donor's choice.

Faculty I Staff positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Accounting and Management lnfonnation Services: Instructor (anticipated. temporary, fuU!ime). Also, assistanVassociate professor of accounting (anticipated). Also. instructor of accounting
(anticipated, tempo.-ary, full-time). For all positions. corttact Thomas G. Evans (2-2767). Deadlines:
Feb. 15.
Chemistry: Assistant professor. Contact Doug Neckers (2-2031 ). Deadline: Mardl 1 or until
suitable candidate is selected.
College of Business Administration: AssistanVassociate professor of international business.
Also, director of hospitality management For both positions. contact James McFil1en (2-2747).
Deadlines: Feb. 15.
English: Assistant professor (anticipated). Also. assistant professor. For both positions, contact
Richard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deadlines: t.Aarch 1.
Environmental Heahh: Assistant professor. Contact Gary S. Silverman (2-8242). Deadline:
March 15.
Firelands College: Instructor of English, humanities department (te"1lOfC!I}', full-time). Also,
assistant professor of English and direcror of English COflllOSition. For both positions, contact the
Office of !he Dean, Firelands (433-5560). Deadlines: March 24.
Mathematics and Statistics: Assistan1 professor (anticipated). Contact Hassoon S. Al-Amiri (22636). Deadline: March 20, or until quafrfied candidate is found.
Perlonnance Studies: Director of opera activities. Contacl chair of search and screening
committee (2-2181). Deadline: Feb. 12.
Radio-Televlslon-Film: Associa1e professor. Contacl Srinivas Melkote (2-2138). Deadline:
March 1.
School of HPER: lnstruclOr of recreation and leisure, reaeation and dance division (t~.
tun-time, five years). Contact Patricia Peterson (2-7234). Also, assistant professor of sport
management. Contacl Delores Black.(2-7234). Deadlines for both positions: Man:h 15.
Soclal Wcxk: Chair/associate professor. Also. assistant professor. Contact Clyde Willis (28242). Deadlines: Man:h 15.
The following administrative positions are available:

College Access Programs: Counselorlrecruiter. Contact College AJ;;cass Programs (2·2381 ).
Deadline: Feb. 23.
Computer Services: Systems analyst Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Extended deadline:
Feb. 16.
Counseling and c8reer Development Center. Counseling/clinical psychologist. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Extended deadline: April 16.
Firelands College: Reading assistant, Leaming Achievement Cen1er. Also, academic adviser,
academic services (temporary, tun-time}. Contact the Office of the Dean. Firelancls (433-5560).
Deadlines: Feb. 24.
Rllsidentlal Semces: Residence hall ~x coordinator. Also. residence hall director. Also,
residence hall manager. Contact Fayetta M. Paulsen (2-2456). Deadlines: Aug. 1.
Special EducaUon: Coordinator, Prt>ject sPRING (t~. part-time}. Contact W. Thomas
Southern (2-7293). Deadine: Feb. 16.
Thmtre: Scene stioP foreman. Contact ADen Kepke (2-2222). Deadline: Man:h 1 or until filled.

Datebook
Monday, Feb. 12
An Exhibit of lllxed Media Worb by
Bowling Green artist Dorothy Bryan will be on
<isplay ttvough Feb. 25 in the Kennedy Green
Room of the Moore Musical Arts Center. Hours
are 9 am. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
UCS Seminar, "Introduction to DOS (IBM}."
1 :30-3:30 p.m., 312 Hayes. Advance registra-

tion required.
Economics Colloquium Series, "Rationality
and Dynamic Choice: Foundations of Expected
Utility Theoty: a presentation by Dr. Ned
McClennon, philosophy. 3:30 p.m., 4000
BusineSS Adninistration Building.
WBGU-TV Program, "Ohio BusineSS
Outlook." 5:30 and 11:30 p.m. Host George
Howid< examines issues concerning Ohio·s
business community.
Open Auditions for Shorts Festival '90, 7
p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Performance by the Omowale Cultural
Society. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Mu-

sical Arts Cen1er.
Reading by novelist Shelby Hearon, author
of "Owning Jolene." 8 p.m .• 150A Conference
Room, Jerome libraly.

Tuesday,Feb.13
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum."
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m. Dr. Michael Marsden, arts
and sciences, and guests discuss issues facing
the University community today.
Open Auditions for Shorts Festival '90, 7
p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Planetarium Show, "Planet Quest." 8 p.m.,
Planetarium, Physical Sciences Laboratory
Building.
Concert by the BGSU Student Jazz Ensemble. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Mu·
sical Arts Center.

VVednesday,Feb.14
UCS Seminar, "Introduction to the VAX 785

(andy) and Unix," 9-11 am., 128 Math Science
Building.

Issues in Cultural Diversity, "Racism 101 ."
a discussion led by Dr. Ernest Champion.
ethnic studies, 1o am.-noon, Jerome Library
Conference Room.
Open Forum with President Olscamp. noon·
1 :15 p.m .• Chart Roorri, McFall Center.
People for Racial Justice, 1 p.m.. Tait
Room, University Union.
UCS Seminar, "Hands on with DOS (IBM)."
1 :30-3:30 p.m., 312 Hayes.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat." 5:30 and
i 1 :30 p.m. Host Becky Laabs explores cultural
eYents in northwest Ohio.
Open Auditions for Shorts Festival ·90. 7
p.m.. Joe E. Brown Theatre.
~Alaska's Wilderness Rim," a slide presentation by Dr. Dale Smith, physics and astronomy. of his recent trip to Alaska during the
Prince William Sound dean-up, 7:30 p.m .•
1007 Business Administration Building.
Faculty Artist Series, "The Electric Arts
Duo: featuring Burton Beerman. darinet. and
Celesta Haraszti. dance, 8 p.m.• Kobacker Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, Feb. 15
WBGU-TV Program, "Time Out.. 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m. Host Larry Weiss will diso.Jss the
hockey series with Ferris State and preview the
llfmois-Chicago games.
Student Composefs Forum. 8 p.m., Bryan

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. Postage Paid

Rec:ilal HaU. Moore Musical Arts Center.

UAO Film. "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad
Wolld." 9 p.m., 210 Math Science Building.

Two sessions of the workshop have
been planned for March 5 in 114 College
Park Office Building. The first session will
be from 9 a.m.-noon and the second will
be held from 1-4 p.m.
The workshop will review material from
the performance evaluation workshop
offered last April. However, the appraisal
workshop will offer more information on
documenting performance evaluation in a
constructive fashion and use of the
document to set goals for the future. It
also will provide a hands-on approach in
conducting a SI iccessful performance
appraisal interview.
The workshop is being presented by Dr.
William Balzer, psychology, and director
of the Institute for Organizational Research and Development To register,

Permit No. 1
Bowling Green. Ohio

Friday, Feb. 16
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Bowling
Green Country Club.
UCS Seminar, "Introduction to the Sun
WOOlstations." 1 :30-3:30 p.m., 128 Math
Science Building.
UCS Seminar, "Microsoft WOlks: Word
Processing (Mac}." 1:30-3:30 p.m., Technology
Building computer lab.
Concert by the Western Wind Quintet from
Western Michigan University, 2:30 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Cen1er.
WBGU-TV Program, 'Viewpoint." 5:30 p.m.
Host Judy Pas.:halis examines the problf>m of
illiteracy in northwest Ohio.
Black History Event, ·Free Your Mind.
Return to the Source: African Origins: a lecture
by Dr. Asa Hilliard, professor ol education at
Georgia State University, 7 p.m.• 1007
Business Administration Building.
Hockey vs. University of Illinois at Chicago.
7:30 p.m., Ice Arena
Planetarium Show, "Planet Ouest." 8 p.m .•
Planetarium, Physical Sciences Laboratory

Buikfing.
UAO Alm, "Turner and Hooch." 8 and 10
p.m., 210 Math Science Building.
UAO Alm, "Child"s Play." midnight. 210 Math
Science Building.

Saturday, Feb. 17
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking from
Quilt Country: 12 p.m. Host Marcia Adams
cooks in "the Blizzard Pantry:
Women's Basketball vs. Central Michigan.
12:45 p.m., Anderson Arena
Men's Tennis vs. Cincinnati. 1 p.m., Keefe
Tennis Courts.
Men's Basketball vs. Central Michigan. 3
p.m.• Anderson Arena.
Black History Event, "The Harlem Renaissance." a dinner theatre prcxluction sponsored
by the Office of Multieultural Affairs and
featuring a combination of poetry. songs and
short stories. DiMer, 6 p.m.; performance. 8
p.m. Call 2-2642 for reservations.
Hockey vs. University of Illinois at Chicago.
7:30 p.m., Ice Arena
UAO Film, "Turner .:nd Hooch," 8 and 10
p.m .• 210 Math Science Building.
UAO Film, "Chikfs Play: midnight. 210 Math
Science Building.

Sunday,Feb.18
WBGlJ.lV Program, ·viewpoint." 9:30 a.m.
Host Judy Paschalis examines the problem of
i!literacy in northwest Ohio.
Women's Basketball vs. Your.gstown State.
1 :30 p.m.. Anderson Arena.
Concert by the Bowling Green Erass Quintet.
3 p.m .. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Planetarium Show, "Planet Ouest." 7:30
p.m .• Planetarium, Physical Sciences Laboratory Building.
Black History Event, "A Black Musical Arts
Celebration," 8 p.m.• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Monday, Feb. 19
Open Auditions for "The Boys Next Door.· 7
p.m., 405 University Hall.

Performance appraisal workshop offered
Personnel services' training and
development department has developed a
performance appraisal workshop to help
managers prepare for and complete
annual performance evaluations and
provide the employees with feedback on
their performances.

l
:!

contact Ruth Milliron or Cheryl Heinlen at
372-2236.

For sale
Student Legal Services Inc. has the
following equipment for sale: an IBM 3270
personal computer with a double floppy
disk drive and an IBM 5272 color monitor
(CICS compatible) for $1,500; and IBM
electronic typewriter, Model 64 for $100; a
steel, L-shaped secretarial desk with
wood top for $250; and a cfldaphone
transcriber, Model 3362 with three micro
cassettes for $250.
All equipment is in excellent condition
and prices are negotiable. For more
information, call Dawn Lawrence at 372-

2951.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty and
staff of Bowling Green State University.

The deadl'ine to submit material for the
Feb. 19 issue is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Feb.
13.
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Lynne Cheney
Adrian Tic's heritage emerges through his artwork to be speaker
vibrant
and
at graduation
skulls
Broadsides blend pictures and poetry

Using
color
blended
images of religious symbols,
and
distorted faces, Adrian TIO Diaz, lets
his art speak out about a bicultural heritage he once changed his name to

Lynne V. Cheney. chairman of the National Endowmen1 for the Humanities,
will be the speaker at the May 5 spring
graduation
exercises.
President
Olscampwill
preside over the
ceremonies in
which more than

hide.
In "Masks of Fire: the Hispanic
Broadsides," a series of four broadsides and a limited edition chapbook,
the associate professor of art expresses his emergence from both
Puerto Rican and American heritages.
Tio, with three associates, has turned
the t 8-by-24-inch pieces of paper into
printed images, combining both
pictures and poetry.
The broadsides depict flip side
images, often with one melting into the
other or creating a third. Tio said the
poetry printed on the pieces is written
in both English and Spanish in order to
reach audiences from both cultures.
TIO created the visuals and coordinated the project. His collaborators
were poet Gerry Smith, printer Russel
McKnight and translator Iraida Diaz
TIO, who is Tia's mother.
Tio, who was bom in the United
States to native Puerto Rican parents,
said, ·1 feel culturally shy when I hook
up with Hispanics, because I've never
lived in a Hispanic community. When I
Wa5 growing up, it was not cool to be
bilingual, so I tried to hide my heritage.
Now rm proud of my culture. I try to
reach a balance between the two
cultures with my artwork.·
Just as he is a mix of two cflfferent
heritages, TIO'S broadsides differ. TIO
explained that because all of the
broadsides were made entirely by
hand, from making the paper to handsetting the type, different color degrees
and slight variations exist in all of them.
•part of an artist's intent is having
hands-on control," TIO said. "In an age
where everything is mass reproduced,
we wanted to show that equally handsome things can be made by hand."
Even the paper is handmade. TIO and
McKnight, head printer and associate
press editor for the Logan Elm Press
and Paoenrull in Columbus, used a
unique fiber blend of cotton, linen, kozo

2,000 students

Adrian Tio Diaz cfisplays some of his artwolk in his studio which portrays images
Sim1Jar to those that can be foiind on his series·of four broadskJes.

and abaca fibers. The fibers were chosen
because of their archival properties, color,
texture and stiffness_
The broadsides were also printed in the
tracfrtional manner, with each letter and
space hand set on the press. Letterpress
printing creates an indentation in the
paper, unlike modem printing methods,
and adds a tactile uniqueness to each

piece.
TIO and McKnight also experimented
with the colors of the broadsides. In the
first edition, some of the broadsides are

predominately a reddish color while
others are more of a yellow. So although
the basic image is the same, each
broadside is unique in a subtle way.
TIO also designed each broadside
edition to have an unusual feature. While

the first broadside, "Melting Glass," is a
two-dimensional. rectangular piece of
artwork, he uses folds, inserts, and cast
and dyed paper to cflSlinguish the other

broadside ecfrtions.
The first broadside was commissioned by the Mecflci Circle, friends of
the School of Art. TIO received grants
from the Ohio Arts Council and the
Faculty Research Committee to
complete the series.
The artist said he plans to display the
completed project al Currents Gallery in
Bowling Green later this year. He will
also display the works al the Latino Art
Gallery in Chicago this summer before
showing them at the University's annual
Faculty Art Exhibition next fall. - Lori

Fox

Campus eating will be as easy as using a debit card
campus dining is goir'Q to take on a whole new meaning this
summer and the difference is going to be all in one rrtt1e card.
Gone are the days of using coupon books. A debit card
system for purchasing student meals was approved by the
Board of Trustees al its Feb. 2 meeting and Jane Schimpf,
cfirector of Food Operations, said the new system will be
implemerlted during the summer sessions and be in tun swing
next academic year.
The debit card is simply a student's photo 1.0., however under
the new system it will also be used to purchase meals and
snacks. Anytime a student uses the card in any dining seivice
facility, the total of the bill will be deducted automatically by
computer from the student's account which has been prepaid.
Students can receive a receipt incficating the balance of their
accounts al any time from any cashier.
Why the change in systems? "We need to do things more efficiently and this system provides that efficiency,· Schimpf said.
"Coupons are cumbersome labor-wise and the books are easar/
lost or stolen. The security for the debit cards will be much better
because a lost or stolen card can be invalidated immediately.·
In addition, it won't be necessary for students to use money or
coupons in the dining areas under the new system. However.
food can still be purchased with cash. "The main thing students
will have to remember is that their 1.0.s are their meal tickets
and they must have them with them to eat in a dining facility
unless they are paying with cash," she said.
If a student loses his or her l.D. card, there will be a $5 charge
for the first replacement. If lost more than once. the replacemertt
cost inaeases to $1 O and $15.

Under the new system, Food Operations will offer four food
plans for students 6ving on campus. The plans range in price
from $545 to $1,000 per semester and students can choose
the one that best meets their cfming needs.
Schimpf said the price the student pays for a meal plan is
crecfrted to the debit card and then subtracted from every time
the student purchases food or snacks. However, additional
deposits of $20 or more can be made to students' accounts al
any time al the bursar's office and any remaining balance on
the account from fall semester may be carried over to the
student's meal plan account for spring semester.
"But students should monitor their meal plan accounts
carefully at the end of the year.· Schimpf said. "If they purchased the minumum plan, any dollars that they did not spend
will be retained by Food Operations at the end of the year. If
they purchased one of the larger plans, their unused dollars
will be transferred to their general bursar acx:ounts and may
be used to pay telephone or bookstore bills, parking fees or
any other University charges they have incurred during the se-

mester."
Students also can spend their unused food doDars at the
end of a semester or academic year on bulk food items. such
as six-packs of soda. fruit juice and packaged snacks. which
are available in several dining facirrties.
Schimpf said cards also win be available to faculty and staff
who frequently eat on campus. but will be used as charge
cards rather than debit cards.
Continued on Page 3

are expected to
receive degrees.
Cheney was
unanimously apLynne Cheney
proved by the
U.S. Congress in 1986 to direct NEH.
The independent federal agency
supports research, educatiun and public
programs in the humanities by providing
grants to scholars, colleges, museums,
libraries and other cultural institutions.
More than $1.97 billion and 41,000
awards have been distributed on a competitive basis in the past 25 years.
In 1987, Olscamp was appointed by
President Ronald Reagan to the
National Council on the Humanities,
which is the advisory board to NEH.
A widely published author, Cheney
worked as a magazine editor and taught
al several colleges and universities
before aa:epting the National Endowment for the Humanities position. The
Wyoming native earned her bachelor's
degree with highest honors from
Colorado College and received her
maste(s degree from the University of
Colorado. Her doctoral degree, with a
speciaflZalion in 19ltH:entury British

Continued on Page 3

Alumnus leaves
$1 million estate
to the University
James Good, a 1951 Bowring Green
graduate who died last March. has left
his entire estate, valued in excess of $1
million, to the University. He designated
in his wtll that his estate be used to
endow a chair in the College of Business
Administration.
President Olscamp said the gift reflects
Good's lifelong commitment to the University. "In particular, this gift wiD
enhance greatly the College of Business
Administration's abtTrty to attract an
outstanding individual to Bowling
Green," he said. "Because of J1111's close
relationship with the University. it is truly
fitting that for decades to come he will
continue to have a positive influence on
his alma mater.·
Or. Fred Williams, dean of the College
of Business Administration. said the
James A. Good Professorship of
Business Adminisb ation will be the
college's first e11dowed chair. The college has three existing endowed

professorships.
-This is truly an outstancfmg gift which
will make a significant difference to the
college," Williams said. "In this competitive age, ii is very essential to have
private support to recruit and reward
outstanding faculty."
Good. who had a lifelong interest in
Bowling Green's business program. was

Continued on Page 3

Undergraduate Council approves
cultural diversity course proposal

Conunentary
Editor, the Monitor:
A campaign of published letters can be unending. Each individual feels that it is
necessary to correct misstatements and misinterp<etations. Letters tend to get
negative and personally attacking. It is true that people hear what they want to
hear. A final brief statment of my positions in this matter ends my letter writing.
Much has been written about the need for free and open debate at the University. I believe that this rhetoric misses the point I do not know any member of the
University community who is against free and open debate. But inherent in this
principle is that the debate must not only be free and open but fair. That is the
reason why deliberate bodies establish procedures and follow them.
It was because I believe that the procedure adopted by the former chair and
vice chair of the senate violated this principle, that I joined with five other former
chairs in calling for their resignation. This was not done to stifle debate. Open
debate and discussion is necessary. This should not have to be spelled out in
every letter that offers a dissenting view. Since then the discussion was neatly
shifted from the substance of their complaint and the advisability of their procedures to focus on the administration's alleged intimidation and the officers forced
removal. From this we have progressed to hysterical am isations about freedom
of expression, intimidation and polishing apples. I find it ironic that those who yell
the loudest about intimidation are so intolerant of the views of others.
Equally ironic is that this same group, who had wrapped themselves in the flag
of free and open debate, now propose that it not take place. Instead of removing
the resolution from the table and having the former officers present the evidence
which support their allegations to the entire senate, it is now proposed that a
select committee be established to hold hearings on this matter. Such a procedure is neither free nor open. Under such a procedure the president is not
allowed the right to confront his accusers. And equally important, the senate, who
must ultimately decide whether to call for the vote on no confidence by the entire
faculty, never directly hears the evidence.
When attending conferences with faculty from other universities and disCI issirig
working and academic conditions, I am always struck by what a fine university
we have. Of course there is always room for change and improvement as
situations and priorities change. Would the University not have been better
served if these concerned faculty had come up with definite suggestions for
improvement and brought them up with the administration Of trustees for consideration, discussion and cooperation?
Don Boren,
legal stu<fies
Editor, the Monitor:
(An open letter to the faculty)
Since 1985, with Faculty Senate approval, the Student Health Service has not
routinely issued "sick sflps.• Some faculty members are stBI attempting to use the
Health Service to verify illness by asking students to show the insurance reimbursement forms that we provide after each visit I earnestly request that this
practice be stopped, for three reasons:
1. The insurance form contains the studenfs diagnosis, and is intended to be
confidential. Using the threat of an unexcused absence to force exposure of this
information is an unwarranted invasion of privacy.
2. It doesn't work. There is no good way for us to determine if a student is
faking or exaggerating illness, so any student can easily obtain "verification" of
illness.
3. Many illnesses are sett-limited and do not require medical care. It is an inappropriate use of limited resources to require all mstudents to seek medical care.
Please try to help. Especially now, during flu season, we are swamped with
patients. Every unnecessary visit increases the time our patients wait for appointments and for service. Your cooperation will be grealty appreciated.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan,
Director, Student Health Services

Live teleconference to be shown on Feb. 21
A live teleconference featuring African
American role models will be broadcast
from 1-2:30 p.m. Wednesday (Feb. 21) in
the Tower Room of the University Union.
"The Struggle Continues: The Pride and
Possibilities of African Americans" is
being presented in celebration of Black
History Month and is sponsored by
WBGU-TV and the Office of Multicultural
Affairs in cooperation with South Carolina

ETV.
African American leaders in business,
government, education and entertainment
wiD respond to a student panel's questions about careers and the spectrum of
options available to African American

youth.
Scheduled to participate are Art Shell,
the first African American National
Football League he.r. coach; Dr. Ben-

jamin Carson, director of pediatrics/neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Hospital; Dr.
Florence S. Farley, the first African
American female mayor in Virginia; and
John Hurst Adams, senior bishop at the
African Methcxfast Episcopal Church,
Atlanta, Ga

Other guests include Nice Childress,
playwright, novelist, actress; Dr. Rae
Linda Brown, professor of musicology at
UCLA; and Wintley Phipps, gospel
recorcfmg artist. Also slated to appear via
satellite from Detroit are David S. Holmes,
Michigan state senator and Doris Zollar,
president of a Chicago construction
company.
Seating is limited and interested
persons can make reservations by calllng
the Office of Multicultural Affairs at 3728357.

Program helps drivers to obtain license
A training program to assist employees
in preparing for the commerical drivers
license test will be held Thursday (Feb.
22) and March 2 in the Ohio Suite of the
University Union. Employees can take
one of three sessions on either day. The
sessions are offered at 8:30 a.m., 11 :30
am. and 2:30 p.m.
The commercial driver's ricense {COL) is
a requirement for drivers of school
busses, vehicles for transporting sixteen
or more passengers and those carrying
hazardous waste. All drivers currently
holding a chauffer's license must take a
written exam to qualify for the COL By
passing the exam and maintaining a ~
driving record for at least two years,
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drivers can be "grandfathered" into the
new program.
For those who cannot be "grandfathered" in, such as new hires, a skills test
also is required. The skills test is comprosed of d pre-test inspection, an offroad maneuverability test and an on-theroad driving test
To assist employees in preparing for
their COL, the training program will
encompass a video program, a copy of a
simulated test and manuals available on a
sign-out basis.
Persons interested in participating in the
program should contad Ruth Milliron or
Cheryl Heinlen at 372-2236.

The Cultural Diversity Committee's recommendations for implementing cultural
diversity classeS in the University's
general education core requirements won
their first round of approval from Undergraduate Council at its Feb. 7 meeting.
The council approved three recommendations that propose a fifth category for
the general education core requirement to
be named Cultural Diversity in the United
States; that all undergraduates be
required to take at least one course from
the approved list of courses on cultural
diversity; and that the implementation of
the fifth category begin with the entering
freshman class of fall 1991.
Students currently are required to take
eight courses from four functional areas in
the general education core: natural
science, social science, humanities and
arts, and foreign languages and multicultural stu<flE!S. Under the committee's
recommendations. students would sbll
have to take eight courses, but from the
five functional areas including cultural
diversity in the United States.
Approximately 18 courses have been
approved to meet the cultural diversity requirement It is estimated that implementation of the program will cost $23,900
plus $8,000 for special woli<shops and
evaluation.
Council member Peter Wood expressed
concern that the proposal might be
jeopard"ized in the future if it was determined that more resources are required.
Dr. Eloise Clark, chair of UGC, agreed
that limited additional funds will be
required, but the University is committed
to supporting the cultural diversity
experience in the curriculum.
Prior to the vote, several council
members spoke in favor of the proposal,
citing the importance of sending a message to students that this is a culturally
diverse society and the University values
education on cultural diversity.
The Undergraduate Student Government and the Graduate Student Senate
support the proposal and both have
expressed the need and urgency to
expose University students to other
cultures and different beliefs.
Dr. Andrew Kerek, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, said the cultural
diversity proposal is made on the assumption that the requirement will apply to all
colleges and that colleges will exclude
any specific approved a.;ltural divel'l'ify
courses. However, colleges c.ould
recommend that students take particular

courses from the list.
Council member Gary Silverman
reported that he had met with members of
the Cultural Diversity Committee to
investigate what appeared to be a
shortfall of seats. He said he had been
concerned that there may not be enough
seats in the cultural diversity courses
based on current available seats, but is
now satisfied that the requirement of
4,200 seats wiU accommodate everyone
even if some students take more than one
cultural diversity course.
Dr. Ernest Champion, chair of the
committee, said that several departments
have agreed to expand their section sizes
and to offer additional sections once the
requirement is in place. Every instructor
who proposed a cultural diversity course
was asked by the committee if the course
could be expanded and every department
offering the courses was asked if sections
could be added without additional
resources. In addition, several departments will be proposing new courses that
will further expand the offerings. Based on
reports from the department chairs,
Champion said he is confident that these
additions can be handled without significant new resources.
In other business, Dr. Peter Hutchinson,
associate vice president for academic
affairs, reported on the status of interpretation of •a unit of the arts• in implementing the articulation policy. In 1985, UGC
defined acceptable "arts" courses as
-those in dance, art, music and theatre.
Rim tater was added to the list.
Questions have arisen across the state
about the applicablility of certain high
school courses, particularly those that
have traditionally been in home economics and industrial arts departments, Hutchinson said. To date, the University's
Faculty Articulation Committee has taken
a conservative stance and has not accepted courses that did not meet BGSU
guidelines and those agreed to by other
universities in the state, such as woodworking, stitchery, independent living and
interior design. Courses or experiences
that do not earn credit are likewise not
generally accepted.
Hutchinson said that unless otherwise
directed by UGC, the committee would
continue in this manner. It was the
general consensus of the council that the
committee should continue with a strict
interpretation of the University policy and
the Department of Education's summary
guidelines.

Pa/lister one of three Americans
awarded Canadian fellowship
After receiving a recent grant, Dr. Janis
T. Palraster has found herseH in a unique
circle of researchers. She is among only
three Americans awarded $18,000 Senior
Fellowships by the Gana<fian government
to develop Canadian-related research
projects.
Palfister, Distinguished University Professor Emeritus, will receive one of the
fellowships to aid in researching a book
tentatively titled Quebec Cinema: An
American Perspective.
"The funding will release me from any
need to teach or for other employment
through the summer and the next academic year; Palrister said.
Instead of teaching at the University on
a supplementary basis as she has since
her retirement in 1985, the professor of
romance languages will devote her tun attention to research and writing about
French Canadian film. She anticipates
completing a rough draft of her book by
February 1991.
"My first interest is in literature, but virtually all of my life I've had this second love
of film; Palrister said. ·For the past five
years, I've been teaching Canadian film
on campus."
Gana<fian film grows out of Francophone rrterature and culture, Francophone
being French-speaking countries outside
of France, Pallister said. The material is
partly influenced by the French Renais-

sance.
"I've been doing a great deal of work for
20 years or so (on Francophone culture):
Pallister said. "This is kind of an outgrowth
of that."
Pallister said this is a project she has

always wanted to do. She plans to spend
part of the year doing research in Quebec.

She applied for the grant shortly after
the start of fall semester, and was
informed of her selection as a Fellow by
the Cleveland consulate of the Canadian
Embassy in December.
"It was a nice Christmas present,· she
said. "It <fldn't take them long to decide."
Pallister, who received her bachelor's,
master's and doctoral degrees from the
University of Minnesota. has been a
member of the University faculty since
1961.
In 1979, she became the fourth faculty
member to be named by the Board of
Trustees as a Distinguished University
Professor. The title is only bestowed upon
faculty members whose professional
achievements have been recognized on a
national level. - Lynn Gobel

Posters displayed
The College of Education and Allied
Professions wiU hold its Third Annual
Poster Session on Feb. 27.
Twenty-five posters depicting the
research activities of 34 faculty will be
<fisplayed at the event, which wiD take
place from 11 :30 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Tuesday in the Community Suite of the
University Union.
The cfisplays will represent completed
research that has been presented at
conferences or published in professional
journals. Topics range from "Critical
Readi1J9 of Magazine Advertisements" to
"Academic Acceleration: Concerns of
Gifted Children and Their Parents."

Author's new book focuses on
history of black pullman porters
The many miles of railroad track
throughout this country are only one
reminder of the importance of trains in
history. But a new book by Dr. Jack
Santino, popular culture, tells the story of
a group of service
workers who also
had an important
impact on the
railroad and
history.
Miles of Smiles.
Years of Struggle
- Stories of Black
Pullman Porters
is about the men
who worked on
the sleeping-car
train system in
Jack Santino
American history
from the civil war to Vietnam.
These black workers had both the
highest status in the black community and
the lowest rank on the train. Their role
was to be a charming host and obedient
servant as wen as to keep a constant
smile, even during the discrimination and
unreasonable demands by white passengers. In 1925, the porters earned $67.50 a
month and were liable to be fired upon the
sfightest accusation by a white passenger.
But also during this time, the Pullman
porters organized this country's first
successful black labor union. They asked
the controversial black joumaflSt A. Phillip
Randolph to be their labor organizer and
formed the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters (BSCP). From 1925 when the
BSCP was founded to 1937 when it was
recognized, porters withstood physical
abuse, job insecurity, intimidation and
brute force to emerge with an organization
which claimed their rights as human
beings.
"The book is about the making and
establishing of personal identity in an
occupational setting through personal experience narrative and, to a lesser extent,
other expressive forms of occupational
lore, such as jokes and legends; Santino
expressed in his book.
The book contains the porters' own
understanding of their past and of their
ocx:upational lives. Therefore Santino describes his book as a kind of folk history.
The idea to write the book came to him
after doing a pubfic program for the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
D.C., during 1978. The program was to
draw attention to the merging of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters to a larger
union, the Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Cler1<s, which marked the BSCP's
end.
Later as the project grew. Santino
developed the idea of doing an ethnographic documentary film and through a

grant made "Miles of Smiles, Years of
Struggle: The Untold Story ol the Black
Pullman Porter" in 1982. The film won four
Emmy Awards. It has been shown on
PBS and other local stations and is
available on video for rental or purchase.
It is also part of a rental series called
"Black America Emerges .•
Santino then wrote Miles of Smiles,
Years of StTUggle - Stories of Black
Pullman Porters to relate the personal
stories of the workers and to record a
portion of history which had gone unnoted. "But also beca11se the people I met
were very special and interesting, yet
ordinary too. I wanted to capture this and
tell their personal story; he explained.
Santino's research for both the book
and the film involved interviewing porters
who worked on the trains. Santino met
E.D. Nixon, the porter who organized the
1955 bus boycott that brought Martin
Luther King Jr. into the civil rights movement, C. L Dellurns, one of the original
founding officers of the BSCP, and Rosina
Caruthers Tucker, the widow of a porter
and an activist herself. Born in 1881, she
is former president of the La<fies Auxiliary
to the BSCP and former international secretary-treasurer of that group. She held
secret union meetings in her home,
lodged union leader A. Phiflp Randolph,
and secretly disseminated union literature.

collaboration.
Dolores Black, health, physical
education and recreation, was elected
secretary of the Ohio Association of
County Boards of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities. She is also
secretary of the Wood Lane board in
Bowling Green.

Joanne Navin, student health service,
was appointed to the OSMA-ONA-OOA
by the Ohio Nurses Association for the
1989-91 biennium. The focus of this
committee is to investigate practice issues
of common interest to both nurses and
physicians.

Robert Thayer, musical arts, was an
evaluator at Auburn University, Auburn,
Ala., for the National Association of
Schools of Music (NASM) on Jan. 22-23.
Kenley lnglefield, music, directed the
Bowling Green Brass Choir at the 1990

Cheney:

trom the tront

Santino found these retired porters by
word of mouth. "I looked up records while
at the Smithsonian and got one name and
talked to that person who recommended
another person and so on and so on,· he
explained. Also, Santino attended
meetings of retired Pullman porters in
Chicago.
Santino continued to interview people
for more than 1o years.
He also used information from photo
archives, papers, log books and visits to
railroad museums.
Since the book's pubfication in 1989,
Santino has received very positive
responses. "The porters are delighted with
it and the scholarly reaction is quite good
too.· The book has been reviewed by the
Washington Post, New Yorlc Times and
recently by a Syracuse review.

rrterature, is from the University of
WISCOnsin.
During her tanure at NEH, Cheney has
focused much of her attention on improving humanities education in the nation's
schools and making the humanities more
available to the general pubric.
In each of the past three years she has
written major reports, addressing key
issues the country faces in educating its
people in the humanities. Her most recent
study, "50 Hours: A Core Curriculum for
College Students; stresses the need for
colleges and universities to adopt
humanities requirements which ensure
that students receive a well-structured,
well-rounded education.
Curricular reform, Cheney befieves, may
be the key to reversing what is seen by
some as a decline in the quality of the
American education system.

Miles of Smiles, YeaJS of Stroggle - Stories of Black Pullman Porters will appeal
to a broad scholarly audience, including
folklore, history, African-American studies
and American studies, according to
Santino. "A lot of different university
departments could use this book.·
Santino is currently teaching a graduate
seminar this semester. His background is
in folklore and he has published and
lectured widely on the subject. He also is
an authority on major U.S. holidays and
special occasions. - Beth Watson

Cheney supports a core curriculum
comprising of 50 hours of study divided
among cultures and civilizations, foreign
language, mathematics, natural sciences
and social sciences.
•1t is through the curriculum that college
and university faculties establish a design
for education," Cheney stated in the
report "It is through the curriculum that
they communicate what it ls that an
educated person should know. In the absence of an ordered plan of study, some

undergraduates manage to put togther
coherent and substantive programs, but
others move through college years with
little rationale.·
Last year NEH commissioned the
Gallup Organization to survey college
seniors. Had the results been a graded
test on knowledge of history and literature, 55 percent of the students would
have failed, and only 11 percent would
have received grades of •A" or "B".
"Students who approach the end of their
college years without knowing the basic
landmarks of history and thought are
unlikely to have reflected on their meaning," Cheney reported. "A required course
of stuclies-a core of leaming-<:an
ensure that students have the opportunity
to know the literature, philosophy,
institutions and art of our own and other
cultures.·
Cheney has also advocated greater
support for state humanities councils,
educational-television programming and
other efforts designed to bring the
humanities to the public.
The definition of the humanities includes
history, philosophy, languages, linguistics,
rrterature. archaeology. jurisprudence, the
arts, ethics and comparative religion. In
1965, Congress created the National
Endowment for the Humanities to provide
support for those areas of study. - Lynn
Gobel
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Faculty I Staff recognitions
Peggy lshler, education field experiences and standards compfiance, has
been named to the American Association
of College Teadler Educators Advisory
Committee on Clinical Schools, a Ford
Foundation project to initiate university/
school <flStrictlleacher organization

Eager to conquer all women in Windsor, Sir John Falstaff sets out to woo and win
Mistress Ford and Mistress Page in Shakespeare's romantic comedy 7he Merry
Wives of Windsor.· The University Theatre production of the popular play opens at
B p.m. Thursday (Feb. 22) at the Eva Marie Saint Theatre. It also will be presented
Feb. 23 and 24 and March 1-3 at the same time and location. Tickets are $6 for
general admission and $4 for students and senior citizens. Tickets can be reserved
by calling 372-2719.

- Ohio Music Educators Association Conference (OMEA) on Feb. 3 in Dayton.
Also, the ensemble performed at Troy
High School and Charninade Julienne
High School on Feb. 2 in Dayton.
John L Huffman, journalism, and
Denise M. Trauth, graduate college, coautOOred "Dial-A-Porn and the Conservative Rehnquist Court: The Sable Decision
as an Example of Judicial Restraint"
which was selected as one of the "Top
Ten Papers in Mass Communication" by
the Mass Communication Division of the
International Communication Association
(ICA). This is their second year in a row to
receive this honor. They Wlll present their
paper and serve on a panel entitled "The
Role of the Judiciary in Communication
Policy Making" at the 40th Annual
Conference of ICA in Dublin, Ireland, June
24-29.

K. Vanlnadha Rao, sociology, chaired
the session •Estimating and Projecting:
From Population to Politics" at the
American Statistical Association meetings, Washington, D.C., August 1989.
Also, Rao is organizing two research
sessions entitled -status of Women and
Fertility Revolution in Developing Countries" and "Cohabitation in the1980s: An
Alternative to Marriage· at the 1990 NCSA
meetings, Louisville, Kentucky.

Approximately 15 other colleges and
universities in the country have switched
to the debit card system because of the
advantages it offers, Schimpf said. It's
easy to use; there are shorter lines at the
cash register because transaction time is
faster; better records and sales reports
are available; labor costs are reduced
because it erminates ticket takers and
cashiers; and there is potential use of the
system by other campus departments.
The Student Recreation Center is
looking into ways it can use the debit card

Good donation

for its fees and charges. and Schimpf said
other departments may be able to adapt it
for their needs, too.
For the most part, Schimpf said she has
received mostly positive reactions to
adoption of the new system on campus.
However, she said she expects some
negative reaction from students who have
been active in the open rnaOO!t of seffing
food coupons. "That was a big business
for some students; she said. "But it win
disappear when we start using the debit
cards.·
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himsett a SI iccessful businessman. At ttie
time of his death he was owner and president of the Oasis Development Corp., a
New York City-based real estate finn. He
also had been vice president of the World
Grain Division of Continental Grain Co.
During his 30 years with that finn he was
instrumental in reopening grain trade with
the Soviet Union in 1972 and with the
People's Republic of China in 1978. For
several years he served as grain industry
adviser to the United States Dept. of
Agriculture.
At Bowling Green, Good supported both
the School of Art and the College or
Business Administration, serving on
alumni advisory boards and joining donor
groups. He funded a seminar room in a
recent addition to the Business Administration Building, endowed a scholarship

for graduate art students and joined the
College of Business Administration's
Dean's Council. In 1983 he received the
Alumni Association"s Distinguished
Alumnus Award. He was also active in the
New York Alumni Chapter and assisted
that chapter in creating an endowed
scholarship.
"Jim Good was a model alumnus who
cared deeply about Bowling Green: said
Dr. Dwight Burlingame, vice president for
University relations. "Whenever Or.
O!scamp or I visited him he wouid o;'ways
ask about many individuals and p;-c;rams
at the University. It is fitting tha1 t-.:s in·
volvement with the University c:::-:·,~ues
even though he is no longer with L;S. I
know I speak for the entire University
community when I say that Jim truly will
be missed."

Undergraduate Council approves
cultural diversity course proposal

Conunentary
Editor, the Monitor:
A campaign of published letters can be unending. Each individual feels that it is
necessary to correct misstatements and misinterp<etations. Letters tend to get
negative and personally attacking. It is true that people hear what they want to
hear. A final brief statment of my positions in this matter ends my letter writing.
Much has been written about the need for free and open debate at the University. I believe that this rhetoric misses the point I do not know any member of the
University community who is against free and open debate. But inherent in this
principle is that the debate must not only be free and open but fair. That is the
reason why deliberate bodies establish procedures and follow them.
It was because I believe that the procedure adopted by the former chair and
vice chair of the senate violated this principle, that I joined with five other former
chairs in calling for their resignation. This was not done to stifle debate. Open
debate and discussion is necessary. This should not have to be spelled out in
every letter that offers a dissenting view. Since then the discussion was neatly
shifted from the substance of their complaint and the advisability of their procedures to focus on the administration's alleged intimidation and the officers forced
removal. From this we have progressed to hysterical am isations about freedom
of expression, intimidation and polishing apples. I find it ironic that those who yell
the loudest about intimidation are so intolerant of the views of others.
Equally ironic is that this same group, who had wrapped themselves in the flag
of free and open debate, now propose that it not take place. Instead of removing
the resolution from the table and having the former officers present the evidence
which support their allegations to the entire senate, it is now proposed that a
select committee be established to hold hearings on this matter. Such a procedure is neither free nor open. Under such a procedure the president is not
allowed the right to confront his accusers. And equally important, the senate, who
must ultimately decide whether to call for the vote on no confidence by the entire
faculty, never directly hears the evidence.
When attending conferences with faculty from other universities and disCI issirig
working and academic conditions, I am always struck by what a fine university
we have. Of course there is always room for change and improvement as
situations and priorities change. Would the University not have been better
served if these concerned faculty had come up with definite suggestions for
improvement and brought them up with the administration Of trustees for consideration, discussion and cooperation?
Don Boren,
legal stu<fies
Editor, the Monitor:
(An open letter to the faculty)
Since 1985, with Faculty Senate approval, the Student Health Service has not
routinely issued "sick sflps.• Some faculty members are stBI attempting to use the
Health Service to verify illness by asking students to show the insurance reimbursement forms that we provide after each visit I earnestly request that this
practice be stopped, for three reasons:
1. The insurance form contains the studenfs diagnosis, and is intended to be
confidential. Using the threat of an unexcused absence to force exposure of this
information is an unwarranted invasion of privacy.
2. It doesn't work. There is no good way for us to determine if a student is
faking or exaggerating illness, so any student can easily obtain "verification" of
illness.
3. Many illnesses are sett-limited and do not require medical care. It is an inappropriate use of limited resources to require all mstudents to seek medical care.
Please try to help. Especially now, during flu season, we are swamped with
patients. Every unnecessary visit increases the time our patients wait for appointments and for service. Your cooperation will be grealty appreciated.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan,
Director, Student Health Services

Live teleconference to be shown on Feb. 21
A live teleconference featuring African
American role models will be broadcast
from 1-2:30 p.m. Wednesday (Feb. 21) in
the Tower Room of the University Union.
"The Struggle Continues: The Pride and
Possibilities of African Americans" is
being presented in celebration of Black
History Month and is sponsored by
WBGU-TV and the Office of Multicultural
Affairs in cooperation with South Carolina

ETV.
African American leaders in business,
government, education and entertainment
wiD respond to a student panel's questions about careers and the spectrum of
options available to African American

youth.
Scheduled to participate are Art Shell,
the first African American National
Football League he.r. coach; Dr. Ben-

jamin Carson, director of pediatrics/neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Hospital; Dr.
Florence S. Farley, the first African
American female mayor in Virginia; and
John Hurst Adams, senior bishop at the
African Methcxfast Episcopal Church,
Atlanta, Ga

Other guests include Nice Childress,
playwright, novelist, actress; Dr. Rae
Linda Brown, professor of musicology at
UCLA; and Wintley Phipps, gospel
recorcfmg artist. Also slated to appear via
satellite from Detroit are David S. Holmes,
Michigan state senator and Doris Zollar,
president of a Chicago construction
company.
Seating is limited and interested
persons can make reservations by calllng
the Office of Multicultural Affairs at 3728357.

Program helps drivers to obtain license
A training program to assist employees
in preparing for the commerical drivers
license test will be held Thursday (Feb.
22) and March 2 in the Ohio Suite of the
University Union. Employees can take
one of three sessions on either day. The
sessions are offered at 8:30 a.m., 11 :30
am. and 2:30 p.m.
The commercial driver's ricense {COL) is
a requirement for drivers of school
busses, vehicles for transporting sixteen
or more passengers and those carrying
hazardous waste. All drivers currently
holding a chauffer's license must take a
written exam to qualify for the COL By
passing the exam and maintaining a ~
driving record for at least two years,
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drivers can be "grandfathered" into the
new program.
For those who cannot be "grandfathered" in, such as new hires, a skills test
also is required. The skills test is comprosed of d pre-test inspection, an offroad maneuverability test and an on-theroad driving test
To assist employees in preparing for
their COL, the training program will
encompass a video program, a copy of a
simulated test and manuals available on a
sign-out basis.
Persons interested in participating in the
program should contad Ruth Milliron or
Cheryl Heinlen at 372-2236.

The Cultural Diversity Committee's recommendations for implementing cultural
diversity classeS in the University's
general education core requirements won
their first round of approval from Undergraduate Council at its Feb. 7 meeting.
The council approved three recommendations that propose a fifth category for
the general education core requirement to
be named Cultural Diversity in the United
States; that all undergraduates be
required to take at least one course from
the approved list of courses on cultural
diversity; and that the implementation of
the fifth category begin with the entering
freshman class of fall 1991.
Students currently are required to take
eight courses from four functional areas in
the general education core: natural
science, social science, humanities and
arts, and foreign languages and multicultural stu<flE!S. Under the committee's
recommendations. students would sbll
have to take eight courses, but from the
five functional areas including cultural
diversity in the United States.
Approximately 18 courses have been
approved to meet the cultural diversity requirement It is estimated that implementation of the program will cost $23,900
plus $8,000 for special woli<shops and
evaluation.
Council member Peter Wood expressed
concern that the proposal might be
jeopard"ized in the future if it was determined that more resources are required.
Dr. Eloise Clark, chair of UGC, agreed
that limited additional funds will be
required, but the University is committed
to supporting the cultural diversity
experience in the curriculum.
Prior to the vote, several council
members spoke in favor of the proposal,
citing the importance of sending a message to students that this is a culturally
diverse society and the University values
education on cultural diversity.
The Undergraduate Student Government and the Graduate Student Senate
support the proposal and both have
expressed the need and urgency to
expose University students to other
cultures and different beliefs.
Dr. Andrew Kerek, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, said the cultural
diversity proposal is made on the assumption that the requirement will apply to all
colleges and that colleges will exclude
any specific approved a.;ltural divel'l'ify
courses. However, colleges c.ould
recommend that students take particular

courses from the list.
Council member Gary Silverman
reported that he had met with members of
the Cultural Diversity Committee to
investigate what appeared to be a
shortfall of seats. He said he had been
concerned that there may not be enough
seats in the cultural diversity courses
based on current available seats, but is
now satisfied that the requirement of
4,200 seats wiU accommodate everyone
even if some students take more than one
cultural diversity course.
Dr. Ernest Champion, chair of the
committee, said that several departments
have agreed to expand their section sizes
and to offer additional sections once the
requirement is in place. Every instructor
who proposed a cultural diversity course
was asked by the committee if the course
could be expanded and every department
offering the courses was asked if sections
could be added without additional
resources. In addition, several departments will be proposing new courses that
will further expand the offerings. Based on
reports from the department chairs,
Champion said he is confident that these
additions can be handled without significant new resources.
In other business, Dr. Peter Hutchinson,
associate vice president for academic
affairs, reported on the status of interpretation of •a unit of the arts• in implementing the articulation policy. In 1985, UGC
defined acceptable "arts" courses as
-those in dance, art, music and theatre.
Rim tater was added to the list.
Questions have arisen across the state
about the applicablility of certain high
school courses, particularly those that
have traditionally been in home economics and industrial arts departments, Hutchinson said. To date, the University's
Faculty Articulation Committee has taken
a conservative stance and has not accepted courses that did not meet BGSU
guidelines and those agreed to by other
universities in the state, such as woodworking, stitchery, independent living and
interior design. Courses or experiences
that do not earn credit are likewise not
generally accepted.
Hutchinson said that unless otherwise
directed by UGC, the committee would
continue in this manner. It was the
general consensus of the council that the
committee should continue with a strict
interpretation of the University policy and
the Department of Education's summary
guidelines.

Pa/lister one of three Americans
awarded Canadian fellowship
After receiving a recent grant, Dr. Janis
T. Palraster has found herseH in a unique
circle of researchers. She is among only
three Americans awarded $18,000 Senior
Fellowships by the Gana<fian government
to develop Canadian-related research
projects.
Palfister, Distinguished University Professor Emeritus, will receive one of the
fellowships to aid in researching a book
tentatively titled Quebec Cinema: An
American Perspective.
"The funding will release me from any
need to teach or for other employment
through the summer and the next academic year; Palrister said.
Instead of teaching at the University on
a supplementary basis as she has since
her retirement in 1985, the professor of
romance languages will devote her tun attention to research and writing about
French Canadian film. She anticipates
completing a rough draft of her book by
February 1991.
"My first interest is in literature, but virtually all of my life I've had this second love
of film; Palrister said. ·For the past five
years, I've been teaching Canadian film
on campus."
Gana<fian film grows out of Francophone rrterature and culture, Francophone
being French-speaking countries outside
of France, Pallister said. The material is
partly influenced by the French Renais-

sance.
"I've been doing a great deal of work for
20 years or so (on Francophone culture):
Pallister said. "This is kind of an outgrowth
of that."
Pallister said this is a project she has

always wanted to do. She plans to spend
part of the year doing research in Quebec.

She applied for the grant shortly after
the start of fall semester, and was
informed of her selection as a Fellow by
the Cleveland consulate of the Canadian
Embassy in December.
"It was a nice Christmas present,· she
said. "It <fldn't take them long to decide."
Pallister, who received her bachelor's,
master's and doctoral degrees from the
University of Minnesota. has been a
member of the University faculty since
1961.
In 1979, she became the fourth faculty
member to be named by the Board of
Trustees as a Distinguished University
Professor. The title is only bestowed upon
faculty members whose professional
achievements have been recognized on a
national level. - Lynn Gobel

Posters displayed
The College of Education and Allied
Professions wiU hold its Third Annual
Poster Session on Feb. 27.
Twenty-five posters depicting the
research activities of 34 faculty will be
<fisplayed at the event, which wiD take
place from 11 :30 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Tuesday in the Community Suite of the
University Union.
The cfisplays will represent completed
research that has been presented at
conferences or published in professional
journals. Topics range from "Critical
Readi1J9 of Magazine Advertisements" to
"Academic Acceleration: Concerns of
Gifted Children and Their Parents."

Author's new book focuses on
history of black pullman porters
The many miles of railroad track
throughout this country are only one
reminder of the importance of trains in
history. But a new book by Dr. Jack
Santino, popular culture, tells the story of
a group of service
workers who also
had an important
impact on the
railroad and
history.
Miles of Smiles.
Years of Struggle
- Stories of Black
Pullman Porters
is about the men
who worked on
the sleeping-car
train system in
Jack Santino
American history
from the civil war to Vietnam.
These black workers had both the
highest status in the black community and
the lowest rank on the train. Their role
was to be a charming host and obedient
servant as wen as to keep a constant
smile, even during the discrimination and
unreasonable demands by white passengers. In 1925, the porters earned $67.50 a
month and were liable to be fired upon the
sfightest accusation by a white passenger.
But also during this time, the Pullman
porters organized this country's first
successful black labor union. They asked
the controversial black joumaflSt A. Phillip
Randolph to be their labor organizer and
formed the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters (BSCP). From 1925 when the
BSCP was founded to 1937 when it was
recognized, porters withstood physical
abuse, job insecurity, intimidation and
brute force to emerge with an organization
which claimed their rights as human
beings.
"The book is about the making and
establishing of personal identity in an
occupational setting through personal experience narrative and, to a lesser extent,
other expressive forms of occupational
lore, such as jokes and legends; Santino
expressed in his book.
The book contains the porters' own
understanding of their past and of their
ocx:upational lives. Therefore Santino describes his book as a kind of folk history.
The idea to write the book came to him
after doing a pubfic program for the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
D.C., during 1978. The program was to
draw attention to the merging of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters to a larger
union, the Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Cler1<s, which marked the BSCP's
end.
Later as the project grew. Santino
developed the idea of doing an ethnographic documentary film and through a

grant made "Miles of Smiles, Years of
Struggle: The Untold Story ol the Black
Pullman Porter" in 1982. The film won four
Emmy Awards. It has been shown on
PBS and other local stations and is
available on video for rental or purchase.
It is also part of a rental series called
"Black America Emerges .•
Santino then wrote Miles of Smiles,
Years of StTUggle - Stories of Black
Pullman Porters to relate the personal
stories of the workers and to record a
portion of history which had gone unnoted. "But also beca11se the people I met
were very special and interesting, yet
ordinary too. I wanted to capture this and
tell their personal story; he explained.
Santino's research for both the book
and the film involved interviewing porters
who worked on the trains. Santino met
E.D. Nixon, the porter who organized the
1955 bus boycott that brought Martin
Luther King Jr. into the civil rights movement, C. L Dellurns, one of the original
founding officers of the BSCP, and Rosina
Caruthers Tucker, the widow of a porter
and an activist herself. Born in 1881, she
is former president of the La<fies Auxiliary
to the BSCP and former international secretary-treasurer of that group. She held
secret union meetings in her home,
lodged union leader A. Phiflp Randolph,
and secretly disseminated union literature.

collaboration.
Dolores Black, health, physical
education and recreation, was elected
secretary of the Ohio Association of
County Boards of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities. She is also
secretary of the Wood Lane board in
Bowling Green.

Joanne Navin, student health service,
was appointed to the OSMA-ONA-OOA
by the Ohio Nurses Association for the
1989-91 biennium. The focus of this
committee is to investigate practice issues
of common interest to both nurses and
physicians.

Robert Thayer, musical arts, was an
evaluator at Auburn University, Auburn,
Ala., for the National Association of
Schools of Music (NASM) on Jan. 22-23.
Kenley lnglefield, music, directed the
Bowling Green Brass Choir at the 1990

Cheney:

trom the tront

Santino found these retired porters by
word of mouth. "I looked up records while
at the Smithsonian and got one name and
talked to that person who recommended
another person and so on and so on,· he
explained. Also, Santino attended
meetings of retired Pullman porters in
Chicago.
Santino continued to interview people
for more than 1o years.
He also used information from photo
archives, papers, log books and visits to
railroad museums.
Since the book's pubfication in 1989,
Santino has received very positive
responses. "The porters are delighted with
it and the scholarly reaction is quite good
too.· The book has been reviewed by the
Washington Post, New Yorlc Times and
recently by a Syracuse review.

rrterature, is from the University of
WISCOnsin.
During her tanure at NEH, Cheney has
focused much of her attention on improving humanities education in the nation's
schools and making the humanities more
available to the general pubric.
In each of the past three years she has
written major reports, addressing key
issues the country faces in educating its
people in the humanities. Her most recent
study, "50 Hours: A Core Curriculum for
College Students; stresses the need for
colleges and universities to adopt
humanities requirements which ensure
that students receive a well-structured,
well-rounded education.
Curricular reform, Cheney befieves, may
be the key to reversing what is seen by
some as a decline in the quality of the
American education system.

Miles of Smiles, YeaJS of Stroggle - Stories of Black Pullman Porters will appeal
to a broad scholarly audience, including
folklore, history, African-American studies
and American studies, according to
Santino. "A lot of different university
departments could use this book.·
Santino is currently teaching a graduate
seminar this semester. His background is
in folklore and he has published and
lectured widely on the subject. He also is
an authority on major U.S. holidays and
special occasions. - Beth Watson

Cheney supports a core curriculum
comprising of 50 hours of study divided
among cultures and civilizations, foreign
language, mathematics, natural sciences
and social sciences.
•1t is through the curriculum that college
and university faculties establish a design
for education," Cheney stated in the
report "It is through the curriculum that
they communicate what it ls that an
educated person should know. In the absence of an ordered plan of study, some

undergraduates manage to put togther
coherent and substantive programs, but
others move through college years with
little rationale.·
Last year NEH commissioned the
Gallup Organization to survey college
seniors. Had the results been a graded
test on knowledge of history and literature, 55 percent of the students would
have failed, and only 11 percent would
have received grades of •A" or "B".
"Students who approach the end of their
college years without knowing the basic
landmarks of history and thought are
unlikely to have reflected on their meaning," Cheney reported. "A required course
of stuclies-a core of leaming-<:an
ensure that students have the opportunity
to know the literature, philosophy,
institutions and art of our own and other
cultures.·
Cheney has also advocated greater
support for state humanities councils,
educational-television programming and
other efforts designed to bring the
humanities to the public.
The definition of the humanities includes
history, philosophy, languages, linguistics,
rrterature. archaeology. jurisprudence, the
arts, ethics and comparative religion. In
1965, Congress created the National
Endowment for the Humanities to provide
support for those areas of study. - Lynn
Gobel

Debit cards _1rom_th_e_1ront
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Faculty I Staff recognitions
Peggy lshler, education field experiences and standards compfiance, has
been named to the American Association
of College Teadler Educators Advisory
Committee on Clinical Schools, a Ford
Foundation project to initiate university/
school <flStrictlleacher organization

Eager to conquer all women in Windsor, Sir John Falstaff sets out to woo and win
Mistress Ford and Mistress Page in Shakespeare's romantic comedy 7he Merry
Wives of Windsor.· The University Theatre production of the popular play opens at
B p.m. Thursday (Feb. 22) at the Eva Marie Saint Theatre. It also will be presented
Feb. 23 and 24 and March 1-3 at the same time and location. Tickets are $6 for
general admission and $4 for students and senior citizens. Tickets can be reserved
by calling 372-2719.

- Ohio Music Educators Association Conference (OMEA) on Feb. 3 in Dayton.
Also, the ensemble performed at Troy
High School and Charninade Julienne
High School on Feb. 2 in Dayton.
John L Huffman, journalism, and
Denise M. Trauth, graduate college, coautOOred "Dial-A-Porn and the Conservative Rehnquist Court: The Sable Decision
as an Example of Judicial Restraint"
which was selected as one of the "Top
Ten Papers in Mass Communication" by
the Mass Communication Division of the
International Communication Association
(ICA). This is their second year in a row to
receive this honor. They Wlll present their
paper and serve on a panel entitled "The
Role of the Judiciary in Communication
Policy Making" at the 40th Annual
Conference of ICA in Dublin, Ireland, June
24-29.

K. Vanlnadha Rao, sociology, chaired
the session •Estimating and Projecting:
From Population to Politics" at the
American Statistical Association meetings, Washington, D.C., August 1989.
Also, Rao is organizing two research
sessions entitled -status of Women and
Fertility Revolution in Developing Countries" and "Cohabitation in the1980s: An
Alternative to Marriage· at the 1990 NCSA
meetings, Louisville, Kentucky.

Approximately 15 other colleges and
universities in the country have switched
to the debit card system because of the
advantages it offers, Schimpf said. It's
easy to use; there are shorter lines at the
cash register because transaction time is
faster; better records and sales reports
are available; labor costs are reduced
because it erminates ticket takers and
cashiers; and there is potential use of the
system by other campus departments.
The Student Recreation Center is
looking into ways it can use the debit card

Good donation

for its fees and charges. and Schimpf said
other departments may be able to adapt it
for their needs, too.
For the most part, Schimpf said she has
received mostly positive reactions to
adoption of the new system on campus.
However, she said she expects some
negative reaction from students who have
been active in the open rnaOO!t of seffing
food coupons. "That was a big business
for some students; she said. "But it win
disappear when we start using the debit
cards.·

trorn the 1ront
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himsett a SI iccessful businessman. At ttie
time of his death he was owner and president of the Oasis Development Corp., a
New York City-based real estate finn. He
also had been vice president of the World
Grain Division of Continental Grain Co.
During his 30 years with that finn he was
instrumental in reopening grain trade with
the Soviet Union in 1972 and with the
People's Republic of China in 1978. For
several years he served as grain industry
adviser to the United States Dept. of
Agriculture.
At Bowling Green, Good supported both
the School of Art and the College or
Business Administration, serving on
alumni advisory boards and joining donor
groups. He funded a seminar room in a
recent addition to the Business Administration Building, endowed a scholarship

for graduate art students and joined the
College of Business Administration's
Dean's Council. In 1983 he received the
Alumni Association"s Distinguished
Alumnus Award. He was also active in the
New York Alumni Chapter and assisted
that chapter in creating an endowed
scholarship.
"Jim Good was a model alumnus who
cared deeply about Bowling Green: said
Dr. Dwight Burlingame, vice president for
University relations. "Whenever Or.
O!scamp or I visited him he wouid o;'ways
ask about many individuals and p;-c;rams
at the University. It is fitting tha1 t-.:s in·
volvement with the University c:::-:·,~ues
even though he is no longer with L;S. I
know I speak for the entire University
community when I say that Jim truly will
be missed."

Become involved, become a CSC member
Classified Staff Council will be seeking
to fdl seven seats this spring with people
interested in serving as representatives of
classified staff. Successful candidates will
serve three-year terms.
Two council seats are open in the
academic affairs area which indudes
a>ntinuing education; library and learning
resources; the Graduate College and
research services; the CoUeges of Arts
and Sciences, Education, Business
Administration, Health and Human Services, Musical Arts and Technology;
academic budgets, institutional studies
and academic enhancement

One seat is open in planning and
budgeting which includes the bursar's
office; financial accounting; Computer
Services; the registrar's office; admissions; administrative staff personnel; and
telecommunications services.
Three seats are open in the operations
area with two being in the physical plant
cflVision, including the architect's office;
dormitory aistodial and furnishings; academic custodial, grounds and motor

Art therapist to speak

vehicles; mechanical maintenance, trades
and improvements; the heating plant and
energy control; transportation services:
and environmental services. One seat is
open in auxiliary support which indudes
food service. Union food and Union administratior.
One term is open in the University
relations area which includes alumni
center; television services; student publications and public relations.
Interested persons should send selfnominations to CSC, P.O. Box 91,
University Hall. Elections wiU be held May

3.

Personnel services' training and
development department has developed a
performance appraisal workshop to help
managers prepare for and complete
annual performance evaluations and
provide the employees with fee<l>ack on
their performances.
Two sessions of the wotkshop have
been planried for March 5 in 114 College
Park Office Building. The first session will
be from 9 a.m.-noon and the second will
be held from 1-4 p.m.

p.m. Friday {Feb. 23) in 204 Fine Arts
Building. Her talk is entitled "Three
Generations of Family Art Therapy:
Coping with Loss."
Lanclgarten is a professor and director
of the graduate training program in art
therapy at Loyola Marymount University in
Los Angeles. She also is coordinator of
art psychotherapy at Cedars-Sinai
Mecfical Center.
She has written two books on art
therapy and has published many articles
in professional journals. The art therapist
also has lectured wiqely. giving presentations at professional meetings both here
and abroad, and has frequently been
interviewed on radio and television. Her
television interviews include two appearances on ABC-TV's "Nightline."
Landgarten's lecture, sponsored by the
art therapy program, is open to the public
free of charge.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
New Positions (Open to BGSU staff only)
Posting Expiration Date: noon, Friday, Feb. 23.
(' indicates 1hat an internal candidate iS bidding
and being considered for the position.)

2-23-1

2-23-2

Cler1t 2
PayRange3
Central S1ores
Permanent. part-time
• lledlc:al Lab Technlclan
PayRange30
Student Health Service
Acadenic year, part·time

The woOO>hop will review material from
the performance evaluation workshop
offered last April. However, the appraisal
workshop will offer more information on
documenting performance evaluation in a
constructive fashion and use of the
document to set goals for the future. It
also will provide a hands-on approach in
conducting a successful performance appraisal interview.
The workshop is being presented by Dr.
William Balzer, psychology. To register,
contact Ruth Milliron or Cheryl Heinlen at
372-2236.

Finer Womenhood Week, Feb. 19-23.
Bleck History Month Telecontefelice, "The
Struggle Continues; The Pride And Possi>ilities
Of African Amelicans; 1·2:30 p.m., Town
Room, Union.
WBGU-TV Prognm, "Ohio Business
Outlook.. 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.. host George
Howick exarrines issues concerning Ohio's
business community. Channel 27.
Tbeetre Depel11Tletlt Open Auditions, for
"The Boys Next Door,· 7 p.m.• 405 University

Hal.

WBGU-TV Program, "University Forum;
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m., hos< Michael Marsden

and guests discuss issues facing the University
community today, Channel 27.
Theatre Depariment Open Auditions, for
"The Boys Next Door," 7 p.m., 405 University
Hall.
Music from Bowling Green at the Manor
House, iS offering a presentation by Bowling
Green"s faculty woodwind quintet
entitled,1nterplay with Ven1i da Camera. 7:30
p.m .• Wddwood Metropark. Toledo.

Aequalls Performance, a contemporary

a

rrusic group; p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore

Musical Ar1s Center.
Planetarium Show, "Planet Ouest.• 8 p.m.,
Ptane1arium, Physical Sciences Building.
UAO Alm, "Clue," i:I p.m.• 210 Math Science
Building.

The Benefitsllnsurance Office has been
advised by ASC-Findlay, which processes
health care claims for University employees, that they will aa:ept telephone calls
from BGSU staff from 10 am.-4 p.m. on
weekdays only.
This change was made to enable the
claims processors to reduce the claims
backlog by having less interruptions
during their work period.
It is ASC's intention to give same day
responses whenever possible to calls
receive::! during these hours.

For sale
The Student Recreation Center has for
sale to other departments a printer
silencer box {27"W x 21"D x 21"H inside),
fully padded, with a cooling fan for $250.
Also for sale is a printer stand with two
adjustable, removable trays for $50.
For more information, oontact Diana at
372-7483.

Facul1y I Staffpositions
The following faculty positions are availabls:
Colege Student Personnel: AssistanVassooate professor. Contact Garney Strange (2-7382).
Deadline: March 1oor until filled.
EDCI: Assis1ant professor (emphasis in elementary and sceondary methods). Also. assiStant
professor (emphasis in social studies and math or science). Fer both pcsitions, COn1act Robert G.
Oana (2-7320). Deadines: March 1.
Flrelauds College: Instructor of English, humanities department (temporary, fuD-time). Also,
assiStant professor of EngliSh and director of English ~- Deaclines: Ma.'th 24. Also
instrudor of psychology/human services coordinator in the natural and social sciences ~
(1~ ylluD-time). Deadline: April 21. For aD positions, contact the Office of the Dea'l Firel2nds
(433-5560).

'

Geography: Assistant professor of geogiaphyljoint appoi11b11e11t with Environmental Programs.
Contacl AJvar W. Crlrson (2-2925). Deacline: May 1 or until position is filled.
llathematics_and Statistics: Associate/lull professor (anticipated). Contact Hassoon s. Al-Amiri
(2·2636). Deadline: March 20.
Radio-T~ Asscciate professor. Contact Srnvas Melkote (2-2138). Deadline:
Man::h 1.
Sc:;tlOOI of HPER: lnstrudor of ~ and leisure, recreation and dance division (tef11>0ralY,
full.lime, five years). Contact Patricia Peterson (2-7234). Also, assistant professor of sport
management. Contact _Delores Black (2-7234). Deadlines for bottl positions: March 15.
Sdelice Ubrary: Science reference fibrarianlassistant professor. Contact Chris Miko (2·2591 ).
Deacline: Man::h 20,
Special Education: Assistant professor of rehabilitation counseling (an1icipated). Contact
Edward D. FISQIS (2-7293). Deadline: March 26.

The following ac1ministrative positions are 8\-ai!able:

College Access Programs: Counselorlrecruiter. Contact College Access Programs (2·2381 ).
Deadline: Feb. 23.
Ra elands College: Reading assistant, Leaming Achievement Center. Also, academic adviser
academic services (temporary, full-time). Contact the Office of the Dean, Firelands (433-5560). '
Deacl"llleS: Feb. 24.
Residential Sel •ices: Residence hall complex ooonlinator. ~ residence hall director. Also,
residenCe hall manager. Contact Fayetta M. Paulsen (2·2456). Deadlines: Aug. 1.

Compu1er Seminar, "Mainframe Graphics
with Di-3000, • 9-11 am. CaD 372·2102 tor
reservations.
WBGU-TV Program, "Tune Out." 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m.. host Larry WeiSs tells viewers how
the hodu!y team fared against lDinois-Chicago
and looks ahead to the St Cloud series.
Channel27.
Symphonic Band Concert, 8 p-'11.,
Kobacker HaD. Moore Musical Arts Center.
Theatre Production, "The Merry Wrves of
Windsor; 8 p.m.. Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
UAO Akn. "Charlie Chaplin Short Subjects;
9 p.m., 21 O Math Science Building.

Friday,Feb.23
Computer Seminar, "OataBase (Mac); 1 :303:30 p.m. CaD 372·2102 for reservatins.
Computer Seminar, "Hard Disk Set Up
(IBM); 1 :30-3:30 p.m. Can 372·2102 for reser·
vations.
WBGU-TV Program, 'Viewpoint." 5:30 p.m.,
host Judy Paschalis looks at curbing domestic
violence, Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, "Planet Ouest," 8 p.m.,
Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building.
Recital, "Rhythm of the Red Man: An
American Indian Music: and Dance Recital." 8
p.m.• Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Music:al Arts

Center.

\Vednesday,Feb.21
Saturday, Feb. 24
Human Relations Commission Meeting,
10:30 am.-noon. Taft Room, Union.

Open Forum, President Olscan1> will meet

with students, noon-1 :15 p.m., Chart Room.

Computer Seminar, "Introduction to

MultiMate (IBM); 1 :30-4:30 p.m. Call 3n-2102

to register.

U.S. POSlage Paid
Permit No. 1
Bowling Green, Ohio

Thursday, Feb. 22

Theatre Production, "The Merry Wrves of
Windsor; 8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre.

Mcfall Center.

No weekend calls

Nonp<ofrt Organization
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Monday, Feb. 19

Appraisal workshop set Tuesday,Feb.20

Helen Landgarten, an internationally
known art therapist. will speak at 7:30

Datebook

·

Febnlary Forum Luncheon, "Changing
Tmes For H"igher Education; by Dr. George
Hammond, industrial scientist. 1 p.m., Cart1lUS
Room, Union. Gall 372-2340 for luncheon
reservations.
Undergraduate Council lleeting, 1 :30-3
p.m., Alumni Room, Union.
Ph.D. Anal Exam, "Genetic basis for return
of female receptivity in D. melanogaster:
inferences about life history: by Hidenori
Fukui, biological sciences, 3:30 p.m., 112 Life
Science Building.
WBGU-TV Program, •Art Beat," 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m., host Becky Laabs explores the
community and cultural events taking place in
nonhwest Ohio, Channel 27.
Women's Basketball. vs. University of
Toledo, 5:45 p.m., Anderson Arena. Memorial

HaD.
Theatre Deparimenl Open Auditions, for
"The Boys Next Door; 7 p.m., 405 University

HaD.
Men's Basketball, vs. University of Toledo,
8 p.m., Anderson Arena. Memorial Hall.
Faculty Artist Series, ·An Evening of llafian
Music,. by clarinetist Edward Marks, 8 p.m.,

WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking From
Quilt Country; noon, host Marcia Adams
aeates dishes perfect for "Holiday Time;

Channel27.
Auditions, for Huron Playhouse. 12:30-4

p.m.• Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Theatre Production, "The Merry Wrves of

Wrndsor; 8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre.

Sunday,Feb.25
WBGU-TV Program, 'Viewpoint." 9:30 am.,
host Judy PaschaliS looks at curbing domestic

violence, Channel 27.
Collegiate Chorale and A Cappella Choir
performance, 3 p.m.. Junior High School
Auditorium, S. Church St
Planelarlum Show, "Planet Ouest" 7:30
p.m., Physical Sciences Building.

Monday, Feb. 26
Demography Seminar, "Influence of the
Marital History of Parents on the Union
Formation Experience of Children," by Arland
Thornton. University of Michigan, 2:30 p.m.,
capital Room, Union.

Learn various ways to plan for retirement
A seminar on retirement planning, which
wiU focus on three cflStinct perspectives,
wm be held March 8 in the Ohio Suite of
the University Union.
Frank D. Jacobs, an attorney and
certified pubric accountant from Eastman
and Smith of Toledo, will speak from 1-2
p.m. on the legal and tax aspects of wills,
trusts and estate planning.
From 2:15-3:30 p.m., Ann Boniface of
the State Teachers Retirement System,
Will cflSCUSS how to project retirement
benefits and the types of medical coverage included in recent STAS changes.
The program will conclude with a pres-

Positions are filled
Seven people joined the administrative
staff recently. They are: Blzabeth
Canahan, part-time~
assistal'lt, Firelands College; Steve
Hilkert, part-time technology services
coorcfmator, College of Technology;
Susan Hughes, part-time microfilm
camera operator, library and learning
resources; and Donald Clark, systems
analyst. Computer Services.
Also, Max Lowe, assistant football
coach, intercollegiate athletics; lllchael
Hodges, assistant director, University
plaeement services; and Allen Zink,
assistant director, alumni affairs.

entation from 3:30-4:30 p.m. by Lee Arent
of Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association-Colege Retirement Equities
Fund, who will cflSCUSS the impact of
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund
(TIAA-CREF) changes.
The free seminar is being sponsored by
the Office of Development and Alumni
Affairs and the Faculty Welfare Committee. Reservations are requested by calling
Laurie Krone at 372-2424 by March 1.

Febrnary 26. 1990

CSC proposes
a 7.8 °/o salary
increase for staff
Classified Staff Council approved a 7.8
percent salary increase proposal for
classified staff at its Feb. 20 meeting.
The proposal for the 1990-91 year
breaks down to a 6.3 percent wage
increase across the board with another
1.5 percent for steps and longevity.
Bob Kreienkamp, a member of CSC's
Salary Compensation Committee which
prepared the proposal, said the committee believes there are a number of
justifications for the salary request.
Across the board raises for University
classified staff have been an average of
1.5 percent below the national rate of in·
flation for the last decade, he said.
According to the committee's report,
across the board pay raises of nationally
comparable workers for 1988-89
averaged 5.2 percent. Bowling Green
dassified staff received an across the
board increase of four percent for 198889 which was ninth out of 14 state-supported institutions in Ohio.
In addition, Kreienkarnp said as the
number of fulltime dassified staff has decreased at the University during the past
11 years, the employees have been
asked to take on larger workloads. Fulltime classified staff has dropped 8.73
percent and part-time staff has increased 46.5 percent.
The committee also asked that the adminisbatioo implement the second
phase of the classified staff wage adjustment. Approxima!ely $300,000 of a total
$600,000 package was distributed last
year to classified positions determined to
be below the comparable market rate.
The proposals will be forwarded to the
University and Faculty Budget Committees.
In other busil.ess, the council discussed a key poricy that is being implemented in the operations area The
poficy requires classified staff tum in
their University keys at the end of each
workday. Several council members said
they have received numerous complaints about the policy being inconven-
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The ice stonn that swept northwest Ohio recently may have tumed the campus into a glistening winter wonderland, but it also
proved to be a little more than most foliage could bear. Fallen branches, like these in front of the Administration Building,
littered the grounds and will take weeks to clean up.

The-ice-has 1nelted, but da111age·and work remain
People still swap stories about the
Blizzard of 78, but if you talk to members of the University's grounds department, memories of the Ice Stonn of '90
will be around for a long time, too.
Shortly after a sleety storm passed
through northwest Ohio on Feb. 14,
temperatures dropped and the campus
and surrounding area became encased
in ice. But along with the winter wonderland ab 1iosphere came the sounds
of aeaking tree branches, groaning
from all the extra weight. By the end of
the week, Bowling Green looked like
Hurricane Hugo had come for a visit.
Fallen branches, twigs and sticks can
be found littered throughout the
campus, and some trees have been
spfrt. "I've never seen it quite this bad.

This ice storm was devastating,· said
Randy GaUier, grounds coordinator.
"There's more damage now than when
the blizzard hit because the blizzard didn't
have much ice."
Members of the grounds department
spent last week raking and cleaning
sections of the campus and expect to
continue throughout this week. GaUier
said crews began deanup measures the
day after the storm. ·1 had eight people
working on picking up debris an day
Friday after the storm and they didn't
even make a dent in the work,· he said.
The workers initially had to wear
hardhats and face and ear protectors to
avoid falling ice while they cut limbs and
picked up branches.
Gallier said some of the hardest hit

areas were between the Psychology
and Technology Buildings, in the
Conklin Hall courtyard, and around the
guest house and president's home.
The trees in these areas are either
older or are ashes or maples which
didn't weather the storm as weD as the
sturcfier oaks.
Many of the trees in the inner
campus, between the Administration
Building and University Hall are more
than BO years old, and Galfier said he
was surprised that some of them
survived the stonn as wen as they did.
In addition to the ice being so heavy, it
managed to seep into the trees' weak
spots causing large branches to crack
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Author is as at home on the ranch as he is behind his computer
When author Dan O'Brien recently
gave a reading on campus, he was
asked how he had kept from giving up
when his writing was not being published. The Findlay native simply
shrugged and said, "You can't fail until
you quit..
Persisterice has paid off for O'Brien.
Since winning a prestigious University of
Iowa short fiction award three years ago,
he has published a collection of short
stories, a non-fiction book and a novel
which he later adapted to a screenplay
for Steven Spielberg's production

Join award committee
The Outstanding Service Award
Committee of Classified Staff Coonal is
seeking sett nominations of persons
interested in serving on the committee
that selects a recipient of the annual
award. Interested persons can send a
letter to CSC, P.0. Box 91, University
Hall.

company.

Monies available
The Cultural Affairs Committee has
monies available to support the presentation of cultural programs on campus. The
necessary grant forms may be obtained in
405 Student Services building.
Grant reqvest forms should be submitted six weeks prior to the planned event.
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DanO'Brien

Though O'Brien now calls South
Dakota home, he is currently a visiting
cfiStinguished writer at the University. He
is teaching two graduate dasses while
he finishes his next novel. Center of the
Nation, which he expects to be published this sunvner or faD.
However, siiccess has not come
quickly. After obtaining a bachelor's
degree in business and mathematics
from Findlay College in 1970, O'Brien
entered a master's program in English at
the University of South Dakota's to
pursure his interest in writing. "It was the
only English department that would take

me,· he laughed.
He received his degree in 1972. and
then returned to northwest Ohio to earn a
master of fine arts degree in creative
writing from the University in 1976. It took
him more than a decade to publish his
first book.
·1 was never told I would succeed
because I was naturally good; O'Brien
said. ·1 went to school on a footbaB
scholarship and learned to work hard.
That's still how I write today. I work and
work and work until it's right."
Phiftp O'Connor, Distinguished Research Professor and co-founder of tne
University's creative writing program.
remembers O'Brien as a graduate
student and attributes his SI iccess to
perseverance. "He's persistent enough to
go on writing even in the face of adversity. He's successful because he was
patient enough to wait until his work was
appreciated," O'Connor said.
While O'Brien has enjoyed working with
students at the University, he admits he is
not particularly fond of teaching. "Teaching is hard work.· he explairied. "H rm
going to work that hard, I'd rather be writing."
O'Brien said he has always known that

he wanted to be a writer. His mother
was a professional singer, so~ sorts
of things were common in our family. I
never saw a writer as a bad thing to be,"
he said.
Before devoting all his time to writing.
O'Brien made a living as a rancher and a
biologist. Heowns of a yearfing cattle
ranch that spans almost 900 aaes. Set
in the South Dakota grasslands. the
ranch is located about two miles from
the nearest neighbor and about five
miles from the Black Hills.
Ranching has now become a hobby.
O"Brien said. but it continues to provide
him with a huge playground for his
interests in horseback riding, hiking and
falcoory, a fascination which helped
launched his biology career.
Although O'Brien and his wife, Kris.
live about 45 minutes from the ranch in
Rapid City, SO, he said he drives to the
ranch daily to write. The influerice of the
surrounding countryside and lifestyle
show clearty in his work. Both Tr.a Spirit
of the HiBs and the upcoming Center of
the Nation are set in South Dakota The
latter describes the prejucfices and
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